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Massey to deliver 2001 com m encem ent address
From The Olivetian
His illustrious pastoral,
teaching and writing career has
spanned more than 50 years. He has
spoken in more than 130 colleges,
Universities and seminaries alone and
taught everywhere from Princeton
Theological Seminary to Tuskegee
University to Jamaica School of
Theology to the School of Theology
at Anderson University to Beeson
Divinity School of Samford Univer
sity. He has preached in the Caribbe
an, England, Europe, Egypt, Austra
lia and Japan.
On May 5, Dr. James Earl

Dr. James Earl Massey
(Photo courtesy of Uni
versity Relations)

Massey, dean emeritus and distin
guished professor at large of Ander
son University School of Theology,
will deliver the 2001 commencement
address at Olivet Nazarene Universi
tyDr. James Earl Massey is an
elder statesman amongst holiness
preachers and has distinguished him
self as an outstanding professor and
dean at Anderson School of Theolo
gy, said Dr. Gary Streit, Olivet’s vice
president for academic affairs. As the
former radio voice of the ‘Christian
Brotherhood Hour’ his sphere of in
fluence across the evangelical
Church, and the holiness Church in

particular, has been substantial.
Armed with a doctorate from
Asbury Theological Seminary and
seven honorary doctorates from col
leges and universities across the
country, Massey has written 22 books
and more than 500 articles in scholar
ly journals and popular magazines.
His recent book, The Burdensome Joy
o f Preaching was named Book of the
Year by Preaching magazine.
In addition, Massey serves
on the editorial boards of Christiani
ty Today, Preaching, Leadership and
Best Sermons', and he is a contribut
ing writer and editor for the 12-volume The New Interpreter’s Bible.

Weber Center to open in fall
By Krista French

lounge.

News writer

On the second floor there
will be seventeen total offices includ
ing history, political science, sociolo
gy, social work, criminal justice, psy
chology; and- family and consuiiicr
sciences. The north end will house
state of the art counseling studios,
psychology labs, and 2 classrooms.
Third floor north end will
include the education department
offices, and physical education
offices. There will also be another 7
state of the art classrooms and com
puter labs.
The Weber center will be an
academic building at the center of
learning for future generations. Dr.
Bell said, Weber Center will have
much to offer and will be a beautiful
building, for the presence of God will
fill every classroom.

✓
The Weber center will be a
building for the 21st century with
innovations and top facility. The
Weber center is due to open
September 1, 2001, and will house
the Social Science divisions of
Olivet.
On entering the building,
you will view a large atrium with a
grand winding staircase. According
to Dr. William Bell, Chairman of the
Social Sciences division and of the
division of psychology, the layout of
the building will go as follows: first
floor north end will be the depart
mental offices for business, account
ing, and economics. In the south end
of the first floor there will be a busi
ness conference center, a tiered class
room, computer center, and student

Weber Center (Photo courtesy of University Relations)

Bears cite many advantages to Olivet in press conference
By Alice Morrison
News writer

Olivet Nazarene University
is first and ten at the thirty and won
dering if they have what it takes to
win over the Chicago Bears. Along
with approximately 12 other Illinois
Universities, ONU is competing for
the opportunity to become the home
of the Chicago Bears preseason train
ing camp. The Bears are leaving the
University of Wisconsin at Platteville
after this summer’s season, where
they have held preseason camp for
the last 18 years.
On April 6, officials from the
Bears organization met with key
members of the ONU staff as a pre
liminary step in choosing a new loca
tion. Huddled under gold and purple
umbrellas, they evaluated Olivet’s
facilities.
We really want to move the
training camp back to Illinois, said
Brian McCaskey director of business
operations for the Chicago football

team, and grandson of George Halas,
the team’s founder. McCaskey went
on to say that the Bears organization
wants to show its support for the peo
ple of Illinois; individuals who are
footing the bill for major renovations
to the Bears’ home field, Soldier
Field in Chicago.
At a press conference fol
lowing the information gathering
tour, David Hinderliter, executive
director of the Kankakee River Valley
Chamber of Commerce, Connie
Licon, director of the Convention and
Visitor’s Association, ONU President
John Bowling, and McCaskey, field
ed questions from local media.
What impressed McCaskey
the most about ONU? For a small
school, or for any school, the facili
ties have been a pleasant surprise,
said McCaskey. The food and dining
facilities, indoor and outdoor practice
fields, and the dorms meet the re
quirements needed by the Bears’ or
ganization. However, the locker
rooms and training equipment is a bit

small for the size of men who would community. According to figures
be using them. McCaskey and from Platteville, there is the potential
Bowling agreed necessary modifica for an economic impact of 1.5 million
dollars for the community. That’s
tions would be doable.
Other strengths include Ol mainly gas stations, restaurants and
ivet’s location. The ideal situation is hotels, said Licon.
Bears officials will be work
to have the Bears accessible to their
fans and to families who cannot nec ing with ONU for the next six to eight
essarily afford to go to the regular weeks. They plan to narrow their
season games. The Bears have a well- choice down to two or three places.
established fan base in Chicago. With We want to make a decision before
regularly scheduled games moved to we head into Platteville this summer,
Champaign while Soldier Field is said McCaskey. McCaskey reiterated
under construction, the Bears hope to that ONU has terrific facilities and a
attract a fan base from that area too. staff that is willing to make it work.
As someone put it earlier
ONU is a halfway point for fans from
‘we are just dating and waiting to see
either direction.
The ability of the Greater if it can be a long-term relationship,’
Kankakee Airport to accept large said President Bowling in reference
planes is another point in ONU’s to the meeting.
- Editor’s note: Since the writ
favor. Licon explained that the airport
is ready to go right now, as is, nothing ing o f this article, Olivet has been
would have to be done.
narrowed down to the tope 3 choices
President Bowling pointed fo r the Bears Training Camp. The
out that if the Bears organization does other two are Eastern illinois
decide to come to Kankakee, it would University and Milliken University in
not only benefit ONU but the entire Decatur.

News 2
O livet selected to perform at General Assembly
By Scott Roberts
News editor

meet to discuss the future of the
church. There is a spiritual and an
Olivet Nazarene Universi inspirational emphasis in this meet
ty’s music department has been invit ing.
ed to perform at the Nazarene
This is definitely an honor,
General Assembly in Indianapolis for said Reddick. Neal Woodruff, direc
the first time since 1993. They will tor of men’s choir and orchestra,
join Trevecca Nazarene College, agrees, this is a great honor for
Mt.Vernon Nazarene College, South Olivet, he said.
ern Nazarene University, and Point
Olivet was selected to this
Loma Nazarene University as the prestigious event for several reasons,
only colleges to have representatives according to Reddick. One reason is
from their schools.
location. We are on the Indianapolis
General Assembly is an in region, so they selected us to come,
ternational gathering that happens said Reddick. Also, Reddick is a
every four years where members of member of the committee heading up
the business section of the church the service for General Assembly,
and that helped Olivet’s cause.

This is a great sign that the
denomination is placing an emphasis
on music, said Woodruff. According
to him, college music has been
declining over the past three assem
blies. It’s great to see music taking
more of a major role, Woodruff said.
Olivet’s role in the ceremo
nies will be assisting in the service on
Sunday morning and Sunday night.as
well as the service on Saturday night.
The music they will be playing will
be music for regular church services.
Just congregationals and worship
songs, said Reddick. They will also
play during the Olivet prayer break-,
fast on Saturday morning for Olivet

alumni attending the assembly.
The members of the music
department will arrive in Indianapolis
on June 23 and have a rehearsal
before playing at the breakfast early
Saturday morning. They will be stay
ing in a motel on the north side of
Indianapolis and ...all the housing
and meals will be taken care of for all
the members, said Reddick.
The selection of Olivet’s
music department is also good for
publicity. Both Reddick and Woo
druff said this was great exposure for
Olivet. It gives them a chance to
make a name for Olivet’s music'
department worldwide.

‘Mock Rock’ contest fun
for those who attended
By Kindra Arwood

Jon Fowler was the event’s
Master of Ceremonies, and provided
humor during band transitions. When
Spiritual Life Council’s Nirvana took the stage and played a
Mock Rock was held Saturday, April rousing rendition of Smells Like Teen
21, in Wisner Auditorium. Students Spirit, including a mosh pit full of
were given a chance to sign up the Plus One actors, Fowler exclaimed,
week before the contest to perform a Jesus loves that!
lip sync, either solo or with a group.
All of the acts were awarded
All the proceeds from this event were prizes. The top four finishers were
given directly to Olivet students who fourth place Slayer’s Band- Alisha
are taking mission trips this summer. Crosariol and Blake Brodein, third
The contest was a chance for place, Junior Class Guys: Andy
The ’Bubble Girls” give their award-winning performance.
Olivetians to show off their goofy Wright, Joel Corzine, Adam Lewis,
and talented sides. There was defi and Nate Shaw, second place went to Participants are (l-r) Brooke Nicol, Ryan Sadorf, Joel
nitely a mix of silliness and talent, as Shawn DeMint and friend with Milli Hammond and Diane Richardson. (Submitted photo)
eight acts took the stage. The perfor Vanilli and the winners were Joel
mances ranged from renditions of Hammond,
Diane Richardson,
Nirvana, Little Bow Wow, an oldies Brooke Nicol, and Ryan Sadorf.
mixes, and everything in between.
By Kindra Arwood
Coast Room at the Drake. After dinner,
News writer
the guests will view a slideshow and
presentation, set up by the senior class.
The annual Junior-Senior During this time, the results of the
Banquet will be held at the Drake Hotel mock elections will be announced as
in downtown Chicago on Friday, April well.
Executive Editor: Heather Strous
27. The banquet is open to any stu
The evening is the product of
Advertising Manager: Katherine Ehrich
dents of junior or senior class status. a lot of work and will be a great event
Financial Manager: Tim George
The banquet’s theme this year is which all juniors and seniors are
Head Photographer : Sarah Kring
Reflections, as the guests will have a encouraged to attend. A table is set up
News Editor: Scott Roberts
time to come together to fellowship and in Ludwig during meal hours for
Opinions Editor: Matt Stump
reflect over their past years at Olivet on seniors to pick up their free tickets. All
Features Editor: Jamie Long
this special night.
non-senior students attending the ban
Sports Editor: Kerry Maiolo
The meal will be served at quet will have to purchase a ticket for
Spiritual Life Editor: Erin Rumbley
approximately 6:30 pm in the Gold $50.
Arts & Entertainment Editor: Alice Morrison
Technical Editor/Ads Designer: Ian Soper
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Sue Williams
President: Dr. John Bowling
By Deborah Bentley
News writer

Banquet to reflect on past

GlimmerGlass Staff

Get money for old books

The GlimmerGlass is located in the lower level of Ludwig Center. This
newspaper is a publication of the Associated Students Council of Olivet
Nazarene University and a member of the Illinois College Press
Association. The opinions expressed in the GlimmerGlass are those of
each individual writer and are not necessarily held by the Associated Stu
dents Council, faculty, administration or the student body of Olivet
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to the discrete of the editor and their staff. For publication, send all let* :
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News writer

It’s the end of the semester,
and students are finishing up, packing
up, and leaving. But before they do,
many will head to the annual
Bookstore Buyback.
The textbook buy-back runs
from April 30 to May 4 and the book
store will be open from 8:30 AM to
6:00 PM to better accommodate stu
dents.

According to Mark Taylor,
manager of Hammes Bookstore, the
bookstore finds ouj from the profes
sors which textbooks they will be
using next semester, and that data is
entered into a database. If a textbook
is going to be used in the next term,
students can received up to half the
original price of the book. If not, a
national wholesale price is available.
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Art gallery is

W hat are

big success

your rights?

By Kindra Arwood
News writer

By Beth Anderson, Kara
Blahnik, Tiffany Britton,
Khumbu Diamini, Yvette
Johnson and Lauren Perry
(students from FACS 252 class)

Last summer, Olivet’s art de
partment added the Brandenburg
Gallery. The gallery is located in the
Tower level of Larsen Fine Arts
Center and serves as the site for
senior art shows.
Art students have been very
excited. about the addition to the People have been enjoying the new Brandenburg Gallery
department. Sophomore art major, since its opening in the summer of 2000 (Submitted photo)
Jaymie Skinner said, The new gallery
is really nice because the lighting is
so much better down there. The light
makes the viewing better for the audi
Class Period
Time of Exam
Day of Exam
ence and makes a more professional
7:30 MWF, M-F
7:30-9:20 a.m.
show.
11:00
MWF,
M-F
9:30-11:20
April 30
Throughout
the
year,
a.m.
1:00 MWF, M-F
12:30-2:20
Brandenburg Gallery has been used
Monday
for various displays. At the begin
p.m.
3:00 MWF, M-F
2:30ning of this school year, there was an
4:20
p.m.
exhibit of the Art Department faculty
pieces, followed by a show including
alumni and current student’s work for
7:30-9:20 a.m.
8:00 TR or 8:30 TR
Tuesday
a Homecoming display. In addition,
9:30-11:20 p.m.
11:30 TR
May
1
all of the senior art show displays
12:30-2:20 p.m.
1:30 TR or 2:00 TR
have been in the gallery.
6:00-7:50 p.m.
6:00/6:30 R/MR
While the year will soon be
coming to an end, the Brandenburg
Gallery will be home to one last dis
play. Aaron Alyea’s senior art show _ Wednesday
7:30-9:20 a.m.
1 : 8:30 MWF, M-F
9:30-11:20 a.m.
will be held in Brandenburg Gallery
12:00
MWF,
M-F
May 2
12:30-2:20 p.m.
2:00
MWF,
M-F
April 23-29.
2:30-4:20 p.m.
4:00 MWF, M-F
6:00-7:50 p.m.
6:00 M, MR

As students at Olivet
Nazarene University and as consum
ers in general, we have many rights
that are afforded to us. Along with
each of those rights comes the
responsibility to do our part. Here are
a few of those rights and their respon
sibilities.
The first right is a right to
good solid Liberal Arts education. We
have the responsibility of taking
advantage of the opportunity to learn
and not waste the time of others, our
teachers or ourselves. We also have
the responsibility of applying what
we have learned to our daily lives.
The next right is a right to a
safe and secure environment. We
have the responsibility of securing
our own items, treating one another’s
property with respect, and behaving
in a manor that won’t jeopardize our
own safety or that of others, and
reporting any unsafe practices to the
proper authorities.
The third right we have is the
right to be heard. We have the respon
sibility of voicing our own opinions
in a constructive and respectful man
ner. Loud and boisterous won’t get
the job done as well as dignified and
refined.
The fourth right we have is
7:30-9:20 a.m.
7:30 TR
Thursday
the
right
to understand the break
9:30-11:20 a.m.
10:30 TR
May 3
down
of
tuition
costs and how to
12:30-2:20 p.m.
12:30 TR
apply
for
financial
aid. We have the
2:30-4:20 p.m.
3:30 TR or 4:00 TR
responsibility
of
asking
the appropri
6:00-7:50 p.m.
6:00/6:30 T/TR
ate questions in reference to tuition
cost and finding out about any grants
Exams for classes with a laboratory will be scheduled according to the
and scholarships that are available to
lecture period. In cases where a class meets in such a way to have two
us by talking with knowledgeable
possible times, always use the earlier time.
personnel. We have a responsibility
of filing all paperwork in a timely and
efficient manner.
The last right we have is that
students with disabilities have the
right to access automatic doors, ele
vators and ramps, note takers, inter
preters, and any other tools that
would be helpful to the process of
learning. As students with disabili
ties, the responsibility to inform
belongs to us. We need to make sure
that our needs are made known to the
proper staff and that if we find some
thing inoperable, we need to make
sure that we notify someone immedi
ately in reference to the problem.
In today’s world, we all want
things our own way. There is a sys
tematic approach to getting things
done the right way. We must remem
ber, with every right granted us is the
Hacker with Jonathan Bartling and Noel wnitis, Director or responsibility to govern ourselves
accordingly.
Media and Techinical Support. ( Submitted photo)

May 2001 Examination Schedule

Hacker named
best employee

From staff reports
Jana E. Hacker has been
named ONU’s 2001 Student Employ
ee of the Year. Jana was nominated by
Jonathan Bartling, Asst, to the
Director of Media and Technical
Support. This award is presented
each Spring by Olivet in cooperation
with the Midwest Association of
Student Employment Administrators.
Jana was named Tuesday at a recep
tion sponsored by Counseling &
Career Services.
Also honored at the recep
tion were eight other exceptional stu
dent employees nominated by their
supervisors: Erin Alderson (Athlet
ics), Jaime Bartling (Admissions),
Mindy Birky (Public Safety), Phil
Dannewitz
(Religion
and
Philosophy),
Tim
Mead
. (Admissions), Joshua Slusher (Build
ing Services), * Kelly Wadsworth
(Chaplain’s Office), and Debra
Walkush (Psychology). Jaime and
Debra were named 2nd Runners-Up;
Mindy and Tim were named 1st
Runners-Up in the competition.
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Features

fresh faces...T am i Rush
By Mike Meier
Features writer
These past couple months, fresh
faces has showcased some very visible
people from Olivet, including Head
Football Coach Gary Newsome and his
wife as well as Dr. Rose Bigler of the
criminal justice department. For the
final issue of the 2000-2001
GlimmerGlass, the fresh faces is featur
ing someone who was probably not the
most recognizable figure on campus
but was still a great person to inform
the Olivet community about. Her name
is Tami Rush.
Tami is not the head cóach for
any Tiger sport, nor does she teach a
class here on campus. She has been the
secretary to the director of human
resources for the past five months,
which includes duties such as process
ing new employees and helping current
staff adapt to different positions. When
the payroll changes, she is the first one
to know about it, and when Olivet
Nazarene University’s vehicles are
being used, Tami knows where they are
going and when they will return.

Some would call it grunt
work, but Tami doesn’t seem to mind.
No matter what position the Lord has
placed me in here at Olivet, I know that
everyone is equal. Tami started work
ing for Olivet Nazarene University
back in May of 2000 not as a secretary
but as the switchboard operator. When
someone outside of campus called
Olivet, Tami would transfer that person
to whomever they needed to reach.

manifest that Tami is a very warm, spiritually-sound individual. Her favorite
book is “Prayer of Jabez” by Bruce
Wilkinson, which has sold over a mil
lion copies in North America. “Love
Story” (1970), a classic tale about two
college students falling in love, is her
favorite movie of all time. Tami’s
favorite song is off of WOW Worship
Blue, entitled Refiner’s Fire. If you
don’t know the song by name, here are
some of the lyrics: “Refiners fire.. .my
The most interesting memory heart’s one desire is to be holy...set
of her days as switchboard operator apart for you, Lord...I choose to be
was the day Bourbonnais policemen holy...set apart for you, my master,
showed up at her desk in response to a ready to do your will...
“
call from 9-1-1. However, no one at
She
also
Olivet had even called the infamous enjoys listening to the sonorous sounds
three-digit number, and the men in of Kenny G.When she is not working,
badges soon left. Tami adds that, It was she may be A) at church leading a Bible
an interesting time for a normally quiet, study or Sunday school, B) with her
contained office area.
husband of 23 years, Scott Sr., or
maybe C) with one of her two children:
Scott Jr. (16) and Heather (20). Heather
. Unlike many of the previous . is a sophomore here at Olivet, majoring
fresh faces, Tami is not an alumnus of in interior design.
Olivet. After being bom and raised in
Joliet, she graduated from Cosmetolo
Hopefully this issue’s fresh
gy College, and then was a hairdresser faces has opened your eyes to some of
for 25 years. I owned my own business the many new people that ONU has
for twelve of those years. Just by scan welcomed into its family. This school
ning through some of her favorites, it is year has almost officially come to a

Tami Bush is one of Olivet’s
“unseen” fresh faces. She
started out as the campus
switchboard operator, but
now has moved to being the
secretary of the director of
human resources. (AURORA
photo)
close, and our final “fresh face” of the
school year, Tami Rush, would like to
leave you with her favorite quote.
Optimism is the faith that leads to
achievement. Nothing can be done
witouthope.”

Just apittie something
By Jamie Long
Features editor
fY-1' / '
■ n
Well, they arc finally here!
The final days of the school year.
For some of you, it may be your
final days here at Olivet all together.
■I must admit that my first year here
at ONU lias been a blast. Howeser,
it did take sonic getting used to.
So. now that the end of the
year is in our sites, let me remind
you to not take that foot off the ac
celerator. Keep going until the last
day. It is so hard to keep motivated
when you know that in a few days
you will be done and on your way
home or to some distant land that
reaches far beyond the boundaries
Jnfaet, you will
learn lliat there-is l^e-ey«jV0utsi5d|
our bubble of a campus.
11 H H j
has been a pleasure serving my
campus through the GlimmerGlass
and 1 look forward to working on
next year’s feature’s section as well.
I just want to lake a little bit
of space to thank Heather Strous,
who knows that bi-weekly means
every two weeks. She is a wonder
ful person and has worked so hard
to make the GlimmerGlass better
and bcticr each year. I also want to
thank the rest of the GlimmerGlass
staif the writers Bfifike, thank you
for always wanting to 'improve and
make your articles better.
H H H j Now, to all my wonderful
| H | . You guys are the greatest!
Ames thanks so much for being

Also, no one will ever
love Almost Famous like us or truly
understand Fear and Loathing like we
do. Over the summer rcmcmbeBH
am never as good as when you're not
here." To Jcnni. 1 aniso blessed to
have you as an KA. Thank you for
a good example.
Throughout my years here. 1 will
never have such a wonderful person
for an RA. Oh, and can I just say, the
Johnny Depp is the greatest! Theft?
Smoothie, 1 have two words for you:
You first! Oh! and Jenny
forget to save me a lawn chair!
am so excited to room
with yuu next year. We have to make
sure that 1 go home with you on the
days that Vince Vaughn is visiting.
Ames. 1 will tell you alffifraalS^iB
Matt, I love you to death! You have
such a sweet heart and you are one of
SHSjdjjm best biendi. 'labiihu. you
have been such a blessing in my life
(even though you are Amish!).
Thank you for always being there and
taking a stand on what is important to
you and lor keeping me accountable.
Lastly, to Rosetta. William's RD, l
am foccvec indebted to you.,-You will
never know how much I appreciate
you.
*
I also want to thank every
one who has made moving away
from home easier and my first year so
The
thing through Christ who strengthens
me," certainly comes to mind.
I am exited for a new year. I

son. Having you as a roomie has
made the adjustment to dorm-life so

mer and may God bless you in every
way. H I S S I I E S

The word apostle comes from the Greek word apostólos, which
means to send. Originally it referred to sending ships or a fleet.

“Then the eleven disciples went to
Galilee, to the mountain where Jesus
had told them to go. When they saw
him, they worshiped him; but some
doubted. Then, Jesus came to them
and said, “All authority in heaven and
on earth has been given to me.
Therefore go and make disciples of all
nations, baptizing them in the name of
the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you.
And surely I am with you always, to the
very end of the age/’ - Matthew 28:16-20
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‘Battle of the bands’ rocks Wanning House
Jon Sommer of Since Forever
belts out lyrics at Battle of the
Bands along with groupies.
They made sure to get it all on
video tape so they cherish the
memories of being on stage.

JOE’S
AUTOMOTIVE
INC.

(Photo by Ian Soper)

By Laura Paul

forgotten through the course of the
night. When Sarah Scruggs, a Solace
Features writer
fan, was asked about what she
thought about the strategic position
Editor's note: For a brief of the premier band she said she
synopsis o f the event, turn to page would vote for Solace because the
to.
freshman are always the underdogs.
At the Wanning House on Solace has so much talent; people
April 18, the Christian Music always ignore them because they’re
Society (CMS), had their last event freshman... The multi-talented Luke
of the school year, the Battle of the Quanstrom, who played the drums, ;
Bands. Six artistic bands from ONU guitar, and did vocals, not to mention
came to contend against each a crowd charmer, displayed some of
,s ,
other’s melodies and harmonies. that talent. | ,
The follow-up band was
The outcome over the crowd ended
Dream
Children.
Jessica Tucker was
to be many feet stamped, hands a
tappinY heads a bobbin’, and some the lead vocals of this folk rock band.
casual surfers. After each of the six Tucker had some serious airy and
bands performed three songs, a vote wispy vocal action going on. The
was taken by those little blue raffle band’s violinist, Kevin Rector, per
(tickets and the winner was sonally added an organic assonance
announced and allowed to play two to their music. The third band, NED,
Never Ending Dream, definitely cap
more songs.
tured the essence of classic rock.
With any band/perforTheir first song contained no vocals,
mance competition, there is strategy
but dowered upon , an indelible
involved. To make any educated
groove. Startling, NED had the talent
guesses the first band will probably
in their blood, literally' The siblings I
be forgotten by the end of the night,
were front singer James Netzel and
Whon they perform, they will have
guitarist Sabrina Pollard. As the third
the pressure of warming up the
band performance, NED definitely
Crowd, which is something that
had the crowd warming up.
most bands don’t want to do. The
Alternative group Abazaba
last band will always be remem
took the stage next The moshing
bered because it’s the last perfor
started to take action during this play.
mance; you can say it leaves a last
Lead singer Jared Coffman was thor
ing impression. The middle bands,
oughly enraptured with his music,j
depending on the size of talent,
The band did two cover songs and
plight have the lasting impression as «
one original. Anyone who watched
the opening band or the last.
their performance should have
Solace had the duty to open
enjoyed it while it lasted, as Coffman
tip the night of tunes. This was an
disclosed, this was Abazaba’s first
all-freshman band. This rock group
and last performance. If you weren’t
owned a flavor beyond the “garage
there, their last song was by Weezer,
band” sound. One of the notable
Abazaba’s performance had heart to
points of this band was their perfor
the core. The fifth band, and probably j
mance of a song that was written the 1
the most well known on Olivet’s ;
day prior to this competition. The
campus was the Funktified Brothas.
band left the stage leaving guitarist
This horn tooting’ ska posse of
David Maitland playing s o io ||
Burpo’s engaged the crowd in their
(Maitland played solo to before the
music, Moshing took its full toll dur- ;
band took the stage as well), and
ing their play and even a body topped
then took the stage again to finish
the crowd to surf. All of their songs
^ song, But that stunt would be

were original praise and worship
songs. The songs, music, and the per
formance are all about God, clarified
Chadwick Anderson, member of
Funktified Brothas. When asked
about his thoughts on his bands per
formance in retrospect of the compe
tition, Anderson said, I was just prais
ing God.”
And finally the last band of
the evening, not to mention the offi
cial finest band at Olivet was Since
Forever. Front man, Andy Kring, and
the band, was enormously entertain- ;
ing. Since Forever, with their rockalternative aura, capped the climax of
the night with there immersed pro
ductions and their outlandishly
expressive faces. The music at this
time most unquestionably made the
natives restless. By the end of the
night, the crowd was boiling with the
tunes, and remembered that boiling
point of their hobbling heads and
voted Since Forever to be the top
band at the twilight.
Dan Schlorff noticed the
range of preparation level on the
bands, thinking that some may have
joined recenüy.1 hoped that most peo
ple wouldn’t vote for their friends,1
but vote for the most prepared and the
most passionate band. That was part
o f the politics. Schlorff voted fdj§
Solace because of his friends.

560 S. Washington Ave.
KANKAKEE
'
937-9281
Need an appointment?
Call John Dunlaney,
Service Manager

Frank Reich
speaks in
Chapel
By Amy Lee
Features writ-

The
athletic de
partment is
proud to pre
sent former
NFL quarter
back . Frank
Reich as the Frank Reich
featured speaker during his Stay
in chawith the carolipel on Thurs- n a panthers
■ asI
I
(From the Athletes
at the all-sports . . ■
I I ,
banquet later «
A
that evening.
Frank Reich
was drafted to the NFL in 1985 by
the Buffalo Bills after a 4-year col
lege career at the University of
Maryland. It was at Buffalo that
Reich led his team to the most stun
ning comeback in NFL history, over
coming a 32 point deficit in a playoff
game to defeat the Houston Oilers
41-38. After playing for Buffalo for
10 years, Reich played for Carolina
for a year, then a year for the New
York Jets. Next he went to Detroit for
the last two years of his career.
Now that his 14-year NFL
career is completed, Reich speaks to
audiences about God’s provision to
help people overcome insurmount
able odds. He speaks of prayer and
perseverance in trials and the impor
tance of giving thanks in all circum
stances. He firmly believes that “God
is in control, working things out for
our good and His glory.” He believes
that there is a lesson to be learned
from every victory as well as loss,
and encourages others to rely on
Christ to help them beat the odds and
rise above their circumstances. Reich
and his wife now reside in North
Carolina with their three daughters,
where Reich serves as the sports
channel manager for crosswalk.com.

Reviewing Lessons from the Teacher
By Jeremy Brewer

those who are faithful to Him. Not
only that, but while we are in the
world, He will give us the peace we
It is now the end of the year, need. The Lord filled me with joy,
and the Lord has taken me through a and reminded me of the constant
quick review of lessons I have hope and joy that I should have in
learned. I don’t mean the usual end of Him.
the school year lessons such as I will
The next song we sang was
not over commit myself or I may be In the Light, by D.C. Talk. One line in
sick of Marriot, but I should be the song jumped out at me and rang
thankful I have it kind of lessons. I throughout my soul. I’m still a man in
mean the kind of lessons the Lord need of a Savior. How true that is!
takes us through, that help us to grow The Lord gently reminded me that
and become more like Him. For me, without Him I am nothing, but with
the review came on my last Lifesong Him I am something priceless. I am a
trip as my group, Vessel, was minis child of God. Through this song, the
tering at my home church.
Lord reminded me of how much I
We had just come from hear need him, no matter how good I think
ing a wonderful Sunday school les I have become. It is all by God’s
son that challenged many of us to grace.
think about what we believe concern
Since the Lord had been
ing the end days and related things, dealing with me so intensely during
but ultimately led us back to the real the service -- by this time I was weep
ization that what matters is not how ing as we sang — before the next
the end comes, but that we are ready song, I felt moved to testify. As I
for it. From there, we went to the approached the front of the stage and
worship service and I could feel the began to speak, the Lord took over
Lord already moving in me. The wor and all that I had planned to say was
ship choruses that we sang were won lost, but what the Lord wanted me to
derful, and then our group began our say came forward. The Lord remind
line-up of specials. The first song we ed me that it is not I who speak or
did was, That Where I Am, by Rich minister, but it is the Lord working
Mullins. The song talks about how through me....and believe me, He did
one day the Lord will come back for a much better job than I ever would
Spiritual Life writer

/■Few thoughts from me.
Jy Erin Rumb1
Spmiual Life editor

1i f -' •-

■ H j Wow! « i s year has been
ncredible...! can't believe it’s already
time to finish up Spring finals and go
jome for the summer. I have leamedl
;o much this year...and most of it
wasn't even in class! When 1 arrived
it Olivet last fall, I was scared and
worried that I wouldn’t be able to fit
n or do the class work I needed to. I
'an remember lying in bed at night
he week before I left home, just
wondering what college would really
3e like. I never thought it would be so
sasy for me to get into a routine - or
is much of a routine as any college
student h a s ! a n d settle into my new
ife here at ONU. Especially the first
few weeks of the year, I learned to
ean on God more and more, and to
rust in Him that everything would
work out in the end. I’m not sure I
:ould have -made the transition with
out His strength and help and
ove,..but with Him I can do anyhina!
B
I I remember my campus visit
to Olivet just about a year ago, in
April of 2000. I was considering a
najor in communications, so I schedjled a visit with (he esteemed Dr. Jay
Vlartinson. While 1 was talking with
lim, Heather Straus walked into the
office, and he introduced me to her
tnd told me all about what a great
idilor she was. I can remember think
ing, Whoa! Wouldn't it be awesome
:o be an editor for a paper like I
hat!?!? I kept thinking about work-

ing for the paper, so when I actually
got on campus last fall, I asked about
any kind of writing or editing job,
and Heather hired me to be the
Spiritual Life editor, a position that I
have enjoyed immensely. SiÈ
Over the past year, ^T-have
learned so much from Heather and
have enjoyed working with her,
watching her patience as she works
with the staff and puts out the paper,
and admiring her expertise, More
important than just that, however, i
had seen her consistent witness for
Jesus Christ, and it has encouraged
me to work towards being more like
Him every day. When I first started
considering the executive editor posi
tion, Heather encouraged me to
apply, and had more confidence in
me than I had in myself. She guided
me through the application and inter
view process and was there to cheer
me on when 1 was hired. I can never
thank her enough for her encourage
ment and her faith in me...I know I
w'ould never be in this position with
out hef. g p
jig
1 am extremely excited about
being the executive editor of the
GlimmerGlass next year! This job is
something that I’ve wanted to do for
a long time, and I couldn't imagine a
better place or time to be doing it. I
know it will be a tough job, and I will
get frustrated at times, but I’m ready
for the challengtrSSj 1 can’t wait for
the first issue to come out!
MwMf
____
_______:

mm

have. During the testimony, God
spoke some amazing truths that I had
finally accepted in my life. God is a
God of love and of comfort and of
peace. He is indeed our Heavenly
Father. He is also a Holy God, worthy
of all our praise, worthy to be feared.
It still amazes me that even
though we serve a holy God, the God
who created everything, who com
mands thè planets to turn in their
orbit, who controls every note the
birds sing, will in our time of greatest
need and desperation, take us into his
arms and surround us with His amaz
ing love! The Psalmist asked the
great question when thinking of
God’s awesomeness. When I consid
er your heavens, the work of your fin
gers, the moon and the stars, which
you have set in place, what is man
that you are mindful of him, the son
of man that you care for him? (Psalm
8:3,4) Still John the apostle goes on
to proclaim our Lord’s love when he
says, How great is the love the Father
has lavished on us, that we should be
called children of God! And that is
what we are! (1 John 3:1)
If the Lord had never done
anything for us at all, if he had never
died for us, if He had never comfort
ed or protected us, He would still be
worthy of our praise. However, the

Lord has chosen to love us. He died
for us, always walks with us, com
forts us and will never forsake us.
How much more should we praise
Him in light of such undeserved
blessings! Just as the Lord has taken
me through a review of what He has
taught me this year, I challenge you
to take time and meditate on what the
Lord has shown you. Thank Him
again for His love for us, and that He
won’t leave us the same. The Lord
does indeed love us and He is indeed
holy. Without Him, we are nothing,
but— praise the Lord! — with Him
we are children of God!
“For you did not re
ceive a spirit that makes you
a slave again to fear, but you
received the Spirit of sonship. And by him we cry,
“Abba, Father.’”
-- Romans 8:15
“Exalt the Lord our
God and worship at his holy
mountain, for the Lord our
God is holy.” - Psalm 99:9

Todd Maberry prepares
for Spiritual Life position
By Erin Rumbley
Spiritual Life editor

The next VP of Spiritual
Life, Todd Maberry, is no stranger to
the office, or to the current VP,
Heather Nunnery. Todd and I have
known each other for a long
time...we were in the same youth
group and stuff, and I’ve been really
tight with his family, said Nunnery.
Maberry has served as Spiritual Life
treasurer this year, so he is familiar
with the responsibilities of the office,
and has worked closely with
Nunnery throughout the year. It was
cool that we "got to spend this year
working together, said Nunnery, It’s
been cool to see God shaping him
and leading him in this ministry.
- Maberry plans to continue
the new events that Spiritual Life has
sponsored this year, like the Spiritual
Life reatreat in the fall, and the
Finkbeiner Fast and Mock Rock in
the spring. He also has some new
ideas and plans to work with this
year. “Look for new and exciting
things to be happening next year,”
Maberry said. Nunnery is excited
about his leadership in the coming
year and knows that he will continue
to work with what she started, It’s

Current Spiritual Life VP,
Heather Nunnery and next
year’s VP, Todd “Tater”
Maberry (Submitted photo)
exciting for me to hear his new ideas,
she said. As for Maberry, he is ready
to start the new year, “I’m looking
forward to next year,” he said.
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W hat makes you passionate?
By Gina Gottardo
Contributing writer

What makes you passionate?
What things in life get you excited? As
you think about those things I also want
you to think about God. What is God
passionate about, what does He get
excited about? Do you know?
God is passionate about peo
ple. His heart is for all the peoples of
the world. We can see God’s heart for
the world in every single book of the
Bible from Genesis to Revelation.
He loves His children and He longs to
have an intimate relationship with
each one of us.
Many people in the world
have not yet had the chance to hear
about God’s love and the salvation
He sent through His son Jesus. In
fact, out of 6 billion people in the
world over 2.1 billion have not had a
chance to hear the gospel. That is
where we as Christians come in. It is
our job to tell those who have never
heard about the Good News.
In Psalm 96 we see David
excited about God’s heart. Sing to the
Lord a new song; sing to the Lord, all
the earth. Sing to the Lord, praise his
name; proclaim his salvation day
after day. Declare his glory among
the nations, his marvelous deeds
among all peoples. For great is the
Lord and most worthy of praise; he is
to be feared above all gods. David
implores the whole earth to praise the
Lord and declare God’s glory among
the nations. Our God is worthy of

praise by all the peoples on this earth
and He has created us to worship Him
for eternity.
In Matthew 24:3-14 we see
another glimpse of God’s heart for
the nation. As Jesus was sitting on the
Mount o f Olives, the disciples came
to him privately. “Tell us,” they said,
, “when will this happen, and what
will be the sign o f your coming and o f
the end o f the age?” Jesus answered:
“Watch out that no one deceives you.
For many will come in my name,
claiming, 7 am the Christ,’ and will
deceive many. You will hear o f wars
and rumors o f wars, but see to it that
you are not alarmed. Such things
must happen, but the end is still to
come. Nation will rise against nation,
and kingdom against kingdom. There
will be famines and earthquakes in
various places. A ll these are the
beginning o f birth pains. We see
these birth pains beginning in the
world today. This past century has
seen more wars, earthquakes and
famines then any past century since
Christ.
Jesus goes on to say that
“Then you will be handed over to be
persecuted and put to death, and you
will be hated by all nations because
o f me. Persecution is on the rise. We
may not see or experience very much
persecution in America. But churches
all over the world are under fierce
attack. In this past year alone there
were over 160,000 people martyred
for Christ. If you add together all of
the people martyred in the last 20

College Church plans to move
By Laura Paul
Spiritual Life writer

If any of you attend College Kankakee County and what would he
Church, you might have heard of the be going?” The designs of the vision
“Seeds of Faith” project. For those of sought to move outbound and not
who don’t attend College Church, let . allowing limited spacing.
Expansion, and ministry
me explain. “Seeds of Faith” is a giv
ing campaign to finance the visions sound really good for the future, but
of College Church for. 2001. The not everyone at College Church is
visions that are foreseen are plans to excited about the move. Some mem
renovate and expand College Church bers of College Church feel strongly
at their present grounds, plus expand against the idea of expanding away
ing at a new location. (This location from the present site. They believe
would be a few miles North of the church is too segregated now, and
College Church) The price bracket moving away from the college would
for this project will be $6.5 million. only aggravate the problem. They
This figure will cover the purchase of feel that the move will further sepa
the property, start the renovation rate the groups, not to mention make
process of the present building, and it a larger inconvenience for the col
give aid to Wildwood Church, lege students. Their suggestion would
be to make the present site of College
(College Church’s sister church.)
This idea has been around Church more accessible. Other mem
for about three years when issues bers have a concern that eventually
over the limited space came up, while College Church will completely
the “Seeds of Faith” proposal has move to this North campus.
Pastor Boone wants the peo
been under consideration for a year
and a half. “The vision was first ple who oppose the move to pray.
shared early in 2000 with on-going Boone mentions that the space prob
focus groups and town meetings for lem will not go away, “If we are to
the past year,” explains Dan Boone, continue the growth of the past
Pastor at College Church. The birth decade, we must move now.” Boone
of this little idea was conceived at a believes in this “God-honoring
retreat, when the leaders of the vision” to be the “development of our
church started pondering the ques children’s and grandchildren’s spiri
tion, “Where would Jesus be going in tual homes.”

centuries, it still is less then the num
ber of people martyred in this past
century alone.
In die final part of the verse
Jesus says one of the last signs of His
coming will be that this gospel o f the
kingdom will be preached in the
whole world as a testimony to all
nations, and then the end will come.
So even though the birth pains are
beginning Jesus still cannot come
until all the nations are reached for
Christ. This word “nation” in the
Greek is Ethnos, and it doesn’t mean
nation in the way that we think of a
country or a government but as a peo
ple group that has their own culture.
There are about 15-20 thousand peo
pie groups in the world today, and out
of those groups about 6 thousand
have either never heard of Jesus or
have a very weak church. These peo
ples need to be reached by the Gospel
before the Lord can come back and
claim His children.
Many of us are- familiar with
Matthew 28:18-20. These words are
the last commands Jesus gives before
He ascends to heaven and we need to
take them to heart. We need to fulfill
the job that He has given to us to
make disciples of all peoples. We see
in Revelation 5:9 and 7:9 the vision
of John on Pathos. This is the future,
and someday this will become a real
ity for us. He describes a beautiful
scene with Jesus as the lamb that was
slain and many elders surrounding
the throne dressed in white and
singing to the Lord: You are worthy to
take the scroll and to open its seals,
because you were slain, and with
your blood you purchased men fo r
God from every tribe and language
and people and nation.” Because
Jesus died for us people from every
tribe, language, people,, and nation
will someday worship at throne of
God. If you are a believer in Christ
and have called on Jesus as Lord
someday you will be there singing
and worshiping with the elders and
people from all nations. You may be
praising the Lord with a person from
India on your right and person from
China on your left. It’s going to be a
wonderful, glorious day as every lan
guage group worships God together.
Now that you have seen God’s
heart for the world you maybe think
ing, What can I do as a college stu
dent to see the peoples of the worlds
reached for Christ? There are 5 spe
cific things that you can do. God may
call you to do one of these things or
maybe even all of them.
1. Pray
Prayer is the most powerful thing
we can do. It’s what breaks down
strongholds and allows God to move.
Start a prayer group on your floor,
adopt a nation or people to pray for
weekly or even daily (go to
www.ad2000.org
to
find
an
unreached people to pray for). Buy a
map and hang it in your room and
pray for a different country each day.
There is a great book called
Operation World that lists a different
country to pray for every day of the
year. Prayer is God’s weapon that He

has given us to use, take advantage of
it.
2. Send
Missionaries need to be support
ed both financially and emotionally. I
know as college students we aren’t
exactly rolling in money but any little
bit helps. Find out missionaries that
are going from Olivet or your home
church and try to help them out finan
cially even if it’s only $5...that
money will make a difference in the
Kingdom.
Also, missionaries need encour
agement on the field. It’s tough to be
in a place thousands of miles away
from home. Getting a package from
home can be the difference that helps
a missionary have a good day and not
a bad day. There are lot of things that
missionaries can’t get in the countries
they are in. You can’t get Italian
Dressing in China or Starbursts in
parts of Africa. So find a missionary
to encourage by e-mailing or sending
care packages.
3. Mobilize
Help get other people on fire
about missions! When you go home
this summer, talk to your church or
Sunday school class about missions.
When you read a good book on mis
sions pass it on. When you start a
prayer group invite more people. Get
passionate about missions and let it
overflow into the people around you.
4. Go
Go. That can be a frightening
word. It’s not easy to leave America
and enter into another culture it can
be challenging and difficult. But I
encourage you to pray about going on
a short-term mission trip and get
exposed to a new culture. Maybe
God is calling you to go long term.
Long term missions is no longer liv
ing in a hut in Africa. Most of the
unreached countries of the world
don’t allow missionaries into their
countries. You need a skill to get into
closed countries. God can use any
gift He has given you and any major
overseas. Anyone from an English
teacher to a computer graphics major
can do long term missions. Pray that
if God wants you overseas He will
open the doors.
5. Disobey
I do believe that each one of us as
a believer needs to be doing at least
something to spread God’s glory to
the nations of the world. We may not
all go, but we are all called to partic
ipate in God’s plan, somewhere and
somehow. I challenge you to really
seek the Lord and ask Him about
what part He wants you to play in ful
filling His plan.
I hope that these suggestions
have given you practical ways you
can partner with God and spread His
glory. In the book. Let the Nations be
Glad, by John Piper, he says,
Missions exists because Worship
doesn’t.” It’s God’s heart to be wor
shiped by all the peoples on earth and
until that day when the Lord comes
back, we are called to play an active
role in missions and spreading the
Gospel.
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Watson retires after
many years o f service

Larry Watson (Photo courtesy
of University Relations)
From University Relations
His name has been synony
mous with Olivet Nazarene Universi
ty athletics for decades. But at the
end of the 2000-01 school year, after
36 years at Olivet, Larry Watson will
retire as director of athletics, the
University recently announced. The
decision follows the advice of his
doctors.
Watson, Olivet’s senior fac
ulty member and 21-year athletics
director, was diagnosed with a rare
form of abdominal cancer last year,
and said that doctors told him not
working gives him the best opportu
nity to beat it long-term.
He will be leaving a place
that has been a part of his life much
longer than the 36 years he served.
I was three years old when I
first lived on Olivet’s campus, and it

was always a dream of mine to
attend here as a student,” said
Watson, a 1965 graduate of Olivet.
It has been my. lifelong joy to serve
as an ONU faculty member for
these 36 years. I will miss it
immensely. Thank you, Olivet, for
the many wonderful memories. I
will cherish them forever.”
Dr. John Bowling, Olivet’s
president, said that Watson’s service
has been immeasurable.
Larry Watson is the epito
me of what Olivet represents, he
explained. His leadership of the
Department of Athletics has been
incomparable, but it is has been his
daily Christian testimony that has
truly been a blessing. We will miss
Larry for his accomplishments as a
director and senior faculty member,
but even more so for being a con
stant example of the mission of
Olivet.
Watson joined Olivet’s fac
ulty in 1965, beginning a coaching
career that would span five different
sports and receive acclaim within
the Olivet community and through
out college athletics. He was named
the 1976-77 NCCAA Coach of the
Year; received Olivet’s prestigious
alumni O Award in 1983; and was
inducted into the ONU Athletics
Hall of Fame and named the NAIA
District 20 Administrator of the
Year in 1991. In addition, he was
named Olivet’s Faculty Member of
the Year in 1997, and this past year,
the Larry Watson Ambassador
Scholarship was established at
Olivet in his honor.
Watson said that he leaves
the finest coaching staff on any uni
versity campus.
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N ew director o f athletics has b ig shoes to fill
From University Relations

He contin
ued, “Olivet is a
place for
, for
[Students,
for
alumni to really
feel a part of an
ithletics
pro-

Jeff Schimmelpfennig, cur
rently director of financial aid and
assistant men’s basketball coach at
Olivet Nazarene University, has been
named Olivet’s director of athletics,
the University recently announced.
He replaces Larry Watson,
who will retire at the end of the
Dr. Gary Streit, vice presi
school year after 21 years as the ath dent for academic affairs, said that
letics director and 36 as a faculty Schimmelpfennig has the right mix
member. Watson’s decision was of experience and ability to succeed
based on the advice of his doctors.
in the position.
Schimmelpfennig, who is
“Jeff’s background and ex
working closely with Watson to make perience position him well for this
the transition, said that he will aim to new assignment,” said Dr. Gary
continue the tradition of excellence in Streit, vice president for academic
Olivet’s Department of Athletics.
affairs. “He has had close involve
“It’s a great opportunity,” he ment with admissions/recruitment
said. “I’m looking to continue to initiatives over the last several years;
move the department forward, even and he is experienced, not only as a
though it’s already at an outstanding director of financial aid, but also as a
level for a college athletics program. coach and former physical education
And, in my mind, quality doesn’t faculty member. At every turn, he has
only mean wins and losses, but also displayed strong relational skills and
quality people putting out a quality proven business/leadership acumen.
product to represent the University.
Because of that, I am confident in his

ability to lead the Department of
Athletics.”
Under Watson’s leadership,
the department has stressed the
opportunities for ministry through
athletics, basing a mission statement
on
Colossians
3:17.
Schimmelpfennig said that upholding
that mission will be his highest prior
ity.
“I think the biggest part of
that is the coaching staff that is jn
place,” he explained. “It’s amazing
the influence those coaches have on
athletes. Words are great, but people
are what put it into place. I’ve been
involved in Olivet athletics for 15
years, and this is by far the best staff
that we’ve ever had.”
Schimmelpfennig, who has
known Watson as a student, as a grad
uate assistant and as a colleague, said
that Watson has had a tremendous
impact on his life.
“Larry is one of the greatest
men I have ever been in contact with.
I’ve had the opportunity to mature as
a person watching somebody like

Larry since 1982,!’ he said. “If you’ve
known Larry Watson, then you’re
definitely a better person because of
it.”
A 1986 graduate of Olivet,
Schimmelpfennig just completed his
15th year as an assistant coach for
Olivet’s varsity men’s basketball
team and is in his fifth year as the
director of financial aid. He began his
coaching career at Olivet as the
University’s first graduate assistant
for basketball, has also coached both
men’s and women’s tennis, and was a
successful recruiting coordinator for
Olivet’s men’s basketball program. In
1988, he joined Olivet’s faculty in
what was then the Department of
Physical Education; he earned a mas
ter of business administration degree
from Olivet in 1991.
Schimmelpfennig temporari
ly left the University in 1995 to
become the head basketball coach at
Mt. Zion High School in Mt. Zion,
111., but returned a year later and was
named Olivet’s director of financial
aid.
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Sports

Jordan is back???
Sports writer

We’ve all heard the rumors,
but could it be true? Is it possible for
him to come back for a third goaround? If you didn’t know, word is
spreading that Michael Jordan, the
greatest basketball player inhistory,
will be making a return next season.
Well, let’s look at the rumors and then
think about the ramifications of his
return.
Phil Jackson, Jordan’s for
mer coach and current coach of the
Los Angeles Lakers, said that he
thinks that Jordan will be back.
Sports Illustrated said so, and now, so
does the W ashington P o st. They
all think that Michael Jordan will
give up his ownership of the
Washington Wizards to make a
comeback to the court.
So could Jordan come back?
And if he did, would he still be the
same player that he was before? Yes,
he could oh both accounts. He came
back from retirement several years
ago but wasn’t the same high flyer
that he was before...well, not for the
first year anyway. The season after
he returned he helped start the second
three straight championship runs that
the Bulls had.
Another fact to consider is
that Michael is part owner of the Wiz
ards. Currently, NBA rules state that
an owner cannot be an active player.
That can easily be amended
with a 3/4 majority vote of the own
ers agreeing to it. Since the NBA is
struggling and truly needs Michael
Jordan, this rule probably will be re
scinded. This looks only to be a
problem if His Aimess decides to re
turn and play for a team other than
Washington. If he did play for anoth
er team, he would have to give up his
ownership.
He would not be the first
person to own a team and then play

for them. Earlier this year, the NHL’s
Mario Lemiouex
decided that he wanted to play again
although he was the owne»Several
weeks after he announced his come
back, he stepped back on the ice as a
player/owner. He originally retired
because of a form of cancer and a bad
back, but has since returned to his old
form and is a candidate for the MVP
award. Lemiouex, who is currently
in the playoffs with his team the Pitts
burgh Penguins, is also a personal
friend of Jordan’s. He has come out
recently and said that he talked to
Michael and was told that he was def
initely coming back next season. An
other of Jordan’s friends,Charles
Barkley, has said the same thing.
Fans of No. 23 in Chicago
might have a problem with him re
turning. After all, they supported him
for years, and if he did come back, he
would be wearing another city’s uni
form. A lot of fans blame ownership
for forcing him to leave, but most
people don’t know about his injury.
Before he retired, Jordan nearly cut .
off a finger with a cigar cutter. It has t
since healed, but if he had not retired,
he would have at least missed one
season on the disabled list.
Other NBA fans would be
more than happy to see Jordan return.
Most of them would even
root for him when he comes to their
town even though he would be play
ing against their team. This will be
nothing new. It happened when he
played before.
All across the
National Basketball Association,
teams would have a sell out the night
that the Wizards, or whatever team he
plays on, comes to town.
Everyone wants to see the
greatest player that ever lived, even
people who are not fans of the
game. The increased attendance
would help the league, resurrecting it
from near death, and this is why
Michael Jordan will return.

Sports writer

The White Sox home
opener may have been the most
miserable experience that I have
ever had at a major league baseball game. That is not to say that
I didn’t have a good time, because
I did. It is just that the
bad things outweighed the good.
As I always do, I got to
the park a few hours early. The
gates were not open yet, so I went
over to observe a live radio broadcast of “The Huge Show.” It
started out raining lightly, but
then the floodgates opened and it
just poured. The soaking continued for about two hours until I
thought it would never end. The
rain seemed to stop as the park
was opened, but Mother Nature
was not through with me yet.
As I found my way to my
upper deck seat, the wind started
up -and the temperature dropped,
The forecast that morning was for
partly cloudy skies with temps in
the seventies; it was rainy and
windy with temps in the forties,
Good thing that I brought a jacket
with me! I didn’t stop shivering
until I got back on the Metra to
head back home.
Now to one of the good
moments. The pre game ceremonies consisted of a tribute to the
White Sox All Century Team,
Players like Minnie Minoso,
“Beltin’” Bill Melton, Ozzie
Guillen, Chico Charasquel, Gary
Peters, Billy Pierce and the great
Carlton Fisk were there. Harold
Baines and Frank Thomas were
also honored but they are still on
the active roster.
Fisk even threw out the
first pitch to current Sox catcher
Josh Paul. Paul grew up idolizing
Fisk and wears thejiumber 27-that
Fisk wore when he was with the
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Boston Red Sox.
After all that, there was an
other ceremony that is rarely seen in
Chicago sports: the raising of the
championship flag. Former General
Manager Ron Schueler raised the
banner up a flagpole in right field so
that it will forever wave over the
park.
The game itself had its good
moments and its bad moments. Jim
Parque was the starting pitcher for the
Sox. Some may remember that it was
only a year ago when Parque hit a Tiger batter that caused a horrible fight
between the two teams. The battle
resulted in record fines and suspensions. Nothing like that would happen in this game,
Early on, the Sox lead the
Tigers 5-1, but around the sixth in
ning, it looked bad for the Pale Hose,
The Tigers came all the way back,
and with the help of a grand slam,
lead 9-5. In the eighth, the Sox battied their way back and tied the
game. No one scored in the ninth,
and in the tenth, the Tigers scored a
run. It was enough to win. The
crowd quietly filed out of the park
and went home. Eventually, the
Tigers would sweep the Sox, winning
all three games,
When at a game, I always
look for something historical to remember. Detroit catcher Brandon
Inge got his first major league hit, a
double down the left field line. Congratulations, Brandon, welcome to
The Show.
Sports Note: April 9, baseball saw one o f its beloved players
pass away. Willie “Pops” Stargell
died o f a stroke and complications
due to kidney failure at the age o f 61.
He helped the Pittsburgh Pirates get
into two World Series with his power
and leadership. The day he died, he
was to attend the opening o f the
Pirates new ballpark where a 12-foot
high statue o f him was to be revealed.

Tennis: only post season action remains
By Mike Meir
Sports writer

With just a few days of
school remaining, the men and
women’s tennis teams only have a
couple tournaments left as well. Both
teams have seen limited playing time
this spring.
At the beginning of the sea
son, the men had 20 matches and 4
tournaments scheduled. Six matches
and a tournament were cancelled due
to various reasons. The Tigers went
on a 5-match win streak in the middle
of the season and currently have an 85 record. Team member Adam
Zwirkoski said that “This was pretty
dam good season considering it was a
rebuilding year.’L Four of the top six

players last year were seniors.
As for the rest of the season,
not much remains. The team travels
to St. Ambrose University in Daven
port, IA for the NALA Regional Tour
nament, April 25-28. After that
Olivet will face off May 7-12 in the
National Christian College Athletic
Association (NCCAA) National
Tournament, located in Stone
Mountain, Georgia. Stone Mountain
was the site of the tennis tournaments
played in the 1996 Summer Olympic
Games, and will host the NCAA Di
vision I Championships the following
week. The Tigers finished third last
year and won it back in 1999.
' The women’s tennis team
finished their spring regular season
with a 5-0 record, including victories

over rivals St. Francis and
McKendree College. The Lady
Tigers’ main season was in the fall.
They compiled a 15-3 record, going
undefeated against NAIA and
Division III teams, as well as winning
their NAIA Regional. Left for them
will be Christian Nationals (in which
they are favored to win) and the
NAIA National Championships. Na
tionals will take place this year at the
University of Kentucky in Lexington,
May 21-26. This is the first year ever
that the Lady Tigers have qualified
for this event.
Both teams will probably be train
ing individually in the ummer and
will reconvene with practices in mid-.
August. The men will be losing
David Harding and Randy Styles, and
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White Sox home opener
By Christopher Morrical

By Christopher Morrical
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the women will lose with Angela
Lorenz and Lana Vanagasem as well.
If you or someone you know would
like to play tennis here at ONU,
please contact Coach Obie Coomer.
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Arts & E ntertainment

‘Battle o f the Bands’
heats up the O N U
Warming H ouse
By Alice Morrison
Arts editor

Close to 200 students packed
the Warming House last Wednesday.
They came to hear some music, and
they were not disappointed.
Olivet’s Christian Music So
ciety organized and presented a “Bat
tle of the Bands.” Six very talented
bands competed in the event: Since
Forever, Solace, Dream Children,
NED, Abazaba and Funktified
Brothas.
The audience experienced
two hours of top-notch Christian
music, and then each member cast a
vote to determine which band would
be the chosen one. (To win the
“Battle of the Bands,” that is.) “Since
Forever” received the most votes and
collected $200 in prize money, fol
lowed by “NED” and then “Solace.”
“It was an awesome evening.
I had a blast,” said concert goer,
Krista French, summing up her
evening.

According to Ian Soper CMS
president, this was their [CMS] big
gest show yet. Tickets were $2 in ad
vance and $3 at the door. Thirsty
spectators purchased soda for 50
cents. To show their appreciation to
the audience, CMS gave away unique
door prizes throughout the night.
Some lucky audience members went
home with treasures such as: playdough, a sponge, a generic slinky and
a Kung Fu Lou.
CMS’ goals are to invite
good friends to listen, talented bands
to entertain, and to provide a cozy
place for students to gather at a very
reasonable price. This gives Olivet
students a forum where they have an
opportunity to worship the Lord in a
universal language: m u siclj
CMS is a student-run organi
zation, active at ONU for about 10
years. To find out about upcoming
CMS concerts or to find out how to
become a member, visit the CMS
Website web.olivet.edu/clubs/cms.

The “Funktified Brothas” jam at “Battle of the Bands”
(Photo by Ian Soper)

Poetry Contest in Benner
By Tony Sykes
Arts writer

Benner Library sponsored
events during the National Library
Week (April 2 - 6), highlighted by the
Coffee House Poetry Reading. In co
ordination with the poetry reading
was a poetry contest. People from
around the campus met for the event
in the Fishbowl on Friday, April 6.
The Fishbowl was decorated
with a 60’s theme and people in
volved dressed as though they were
from the

C om m on Grounds C offee H ouse:
the ‘perkiest’ place on cam pus
By Alice Morrison
Arts editor

Sunlight bursts in through a
large, undressed window. Bright rays
spotlight the long-necked, liquidfilled glass bottles lined up on the
counter; red, blue, yellow, every
color of the rainbow, primary and
mixed, represented. Golden-toned
hard-wood floors add warmth to the
room while big band tunes swirl in
harmony with the fresh-ground cof
fee bean aroma, filling the air with
“atmosphere.” Welcome to Common
Grounds, Olivet Nazarene Universi
ty’s campus coffee shop and lounge.
Tall tables with bar-stoolheight chairs compete with standard
sized ones, and dot the floor inviting
patrons to sit and sip. A student lies
across the upholstered couch facing
the fireplace, her long blonde hair
drapes over the armrest. At a near by
table two serious looking men dis
cuss long term investments and death
benefits, while a group of nicely
dressed students, apparently fresh
from a thought provoking lecture,
declare their positions and discuss
menu choices. “Oh I’ve had one of
those before, I think I’ll try the Oreo
mocha.” Decisiveness is a necessity
when
contemplating
Common
Grounds’ menu. With over 31 hot and
cold drink choices, bearing names
such as Hot Angel, Monkey Madness
and Chai, students are sure to find

dents like the slushies, ice cream
something that will hit the spot.
The sound of the cash regis drinks and blended fruit smoothies,”
ter and the scccccggggggg of the said Brenda Williams a daytime
espresso machine have replaced the employee who is also a certified
silence that once filled the room. Pri Barista. Managed by two adult super
or to the transformation of the space visors, Coomer, and 10 student
that is now Common Grounds, it had employees, Common Grounds’
been a formal lounge built in 1965, patrons enjoy the perception of being
that wasn’t used frequently. With the in a contemporary coffee shop some
exception of the fireplace, the old where in New York City, without
lounge received a major overhaul in having to leave the campus.
Grab a hot Cafe-Au Lait,
1998. Under the supervision of Jill
Bowling and the expertise of find a seat and be inspired at a poetry
Sodexho-Marriott’s Judy Coomer, slam. On February 21, students read
poetry celebrating Black History
Common Grounds became a reality.
In January and February of Month and on March 6 there was
1998-99, newspaper covered the win another reading celebrating, Interna
dows, blocking the view from out tional Culture. Soon Common
side, as the transformation of the Grounds’ customers will enjoy a
space took place. “With help from the revolving art exhibit. According to
schools architect, ideas I had gotten Ron Hadley, student development,
from visiting other college campuses the exhibit will be rotated monthly
and student input, we came up with and feature art by ONU art-depart
the idea,” said Bowling. Bowling ment students. Hadley enthusiastical
chose the décor details and the very ly explained, “We (ONU) used to
appropriate name. Coomer, with her have live music, piano, vocalist, and
expertise as a certified Barista, assist small jazz ensembles featured in the
ed in ordering the equipment, and coffee shop, and we are hoping to or
ganize that again in the future.”
decided on a start-up menu.
Wondering if . Common
Common Grounds? official
grand opening was held in 1999, “I Grounds is a business success? “As
displayed photographs blown-up and long as the students enjoy it and \ye
mounted,” described Bowling. Year break even, then it’s a success,”
book pictures of parents and their beams Bowling. Common Grounds is
children who had both attended ONU located in the Ludwig building on the
were featured; a cross-generational ground floor, across from the dining
hall. With its charm and laid-back
expose.
•In the evenings-; Common •••atmosphere, Common Grounds is a
Grounds, is alive with activity. “Stu- treat for all five senses.

60s as well. Along with the poetry,
people had the opportunity to hear the
wonderful sounds of David Belcher
on the acoustic guitar and to sample a
full service coffee bar with a wide
variety of flavors.
Drawings were held to hand
out 11 National Library Association’s
posters of celebrities. Other door
prizes were given out as well. Two
lucky attendees of the evening won
$10 gift certificates from the ONU
bookstore.
The attendees of the Coffee
House program were guided by the
emcee of Bill Bray. “Bill Bray was
our really cool MC,” said Elesha
Keen, Coordinator for Special
Collections and Coffee House planner/organizer.
Throughout the evening,
several ONU faculty members shared
special readings, while students
offered some of their own original
work. The featured readers for the
event were those who had their
poems published in the TYGR and/or
competed in the poetry contest.
The poetry contest ran for
two weeks and was open to everyone
to participate. Prospective poets
were asked to write a short poem
using the National Library Week
Poetry Contest theme, “Light.”
According to Keen, inspiration for
the poem had to come from the
Oxford English Dictionary Database.
Submissions for the contest
ended on April 1. Four different
readers judged the poems: two librar
ians and two english faculty mem
bers. The reading of the poems, as
Keen saysHwere “blind readings,”
meaning that there was no inentification on any of the poems. The four
judges ranked their choices in order,
using a set of criteria as a basis. The
judges looked for OED inspiration
and documentation, creativity and
originality ranked high on the list as
well.
The two “first alternates”
and winners of a $25 gift certificate
from Barnes & Nobles were Deborah
Bentley with “The Spotlight” and
Anna Street with “Negative Weight.”
The Grand Prize Winner and
the recipient of a $50 gift certificate
from Barnes & Nobles was Stacy
-Corwiii with her winning poem “Sen
sitive Eyes.”
Next year’s Poetry Contest
is scheduled for April 15-19, 2002.
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Opinions

Student

S tu d en t d efin es ‘O livet B u b b le’
Pear Editor,
As a graduating senior, I’m
beginning to look back at the Olivet
experience and think critically about
it. Don’t worry, this isn’t some sob
story letter reminiscing about all the
great times I'Ve had and how you
should make the best of your time
here too. There are more important
things at hand, like the “Olivet
Bubble.”
Of all the things we students
here at Olivet use as scapegoats, the
Olivet Bubble may easily be the most
familiar and well loved. On a daily
basis we complain that life in the real
world is not like it is in the Bubble.
We talk so grandly about the day
v^hen everyone will be shocked when
his or her Bubble is popped.
I have to admit, it is said to
note just how true this story is... well,
all save the name. We may have an
Olivet Bubble. But it’s not really a
“bubble” as much as it is a sub-bub
ble. Are you really falling for the
“grass is greener on the other side”
bit? We’re going to find pretty quick-,
ly that most of the modern world is
living in a gigantic bubble. How else
can you explain the fact that in many
areas of the world like China and

Japan, among many others, on one
side of a mountain the richest of the
rich own magnificent skyscrapers
and throw away millions of dollars a
year iri wasteful excess. On the other
Side, people live in the utmost pover
ty and desolation. That is truly a bub
ble. People are living in complete
ignorance or apathy to the real and
desperate needs of the world in which
they live.
That’s China, but the U.S.A.
is just as bad. Chicago is marked by
wealthy businesses next to impover
ished people living on the street.
Even closer yet, Kankakee won’t
even let a celebrated center for people
with mental illnesses open group
homes for those trying to enter back
into life after a crushing bout with a
mental illness.
These aren’t just heart-grip
ping statistics meant to make you
think about the poor world, and how
we need to help it. This is just a sad
reminder that our world clings to a
bubble mentality. If we igftore the
real issues, and just pursue happiness,
in our lives, with our jobs, in religion,
then everything will be okay. We’ll
help if it makes us feel better, but
then we’ll go back to our nice lives.,

If thinking about homelessness in our
own city makes us feel bad,' we can
just change the channel and console
ourselves with a mind-numbing
episode of “Friends.”
Here’s the point: deal with
the fact that the Olivet Bubble is not
the only thing keeping us from a
happy perfect world that is more
enlightened because drinking, smok
ing, and sex are no longer ultimate
sins. Learn now that the Olivet
Bubble is only a small subsection of
the world’s bubble. Why try to live
outside of one bubble when another
bubble, just as ugly as the last, will
still engulf your life?
With that said, here’s some
advice: Stop talking and do some
thing. Speak out against injustice.
Stop feeling too small and insignifi
cant to do anything worthwhile and
go stir up the world out of love for
God. At the very least, stop blaming
everything on the “Olivet Bubble” ’
before it explodes in your face, leav
ing you as blind as you were before,
only now in an entirely new bubble.
--Seth Homing

questions
auction
Dear Editor,
Laying in bed last night
during that time when you let
your brain kind of reflect on the
day, and life, and just whatever
random thoughts come to mind,
I was perplexed by one thought
in particular. What do “We Be
lieve”? Granted, last night might
not have been the best time to
decide to take my brain serious
ly bn reflective matters such as
this, but I just couldn’t help but
toss the idea around for awhile.
I’d say that this thought
has entered my mind a few times
in reference to what I believe,
and maybe a CQuple o f times
about what my peers believe, but
this time I was thinking, “What
does Olivet believe?”

I suppose this question
was first stirred by the “date auc
tion” held to raise money for the
junior class. While this may be a
worthwhile event, and served its
purpose well, I do not feel this is
(See AUCTION/page 12)

A fond farewell: E d itor offers thanks, says good-bye
By Heather Strous
Executive editor

It’s been three and a half
years since I first set foot in the
GlimmerGlass office. The looks of it
have changed drastically. There’s
new paint, new carpet and less furni
ture, but I still get the same feeling
every time I walk in the door. This
place is home to me. The people who
have worked with me are like family.
I would be remiss if I didn’t
mention a some specifics. My fami
ly, I love you all so much. Thank you
for your consistent support through
prayer, encouragement and love.
Kate Ehrich, you’ve seen me at my
best and my worst, and you’ve re
mained my friend and my employee.
I appreciate you so much. *Dr. Will
iams, thanks for being my momaway-from-home. You always made
sure that I was eating, sleeping and
doing my homework; thanks for the
attentiveness. Andrew Smith, you
are truly a God-send. The paper
wouldn’t have run as smoothly as it
did without your computer expertise.
The saints will surely smile upon you
for coming down to this office at 4
a.m. Dean Webb, you’ve always
made yourself available to me for
whatever I’ve needed. You’ve made
the GlimmerGlass a priority at this
university, and I’m so grateful for
that. Teri Cline, thank you for your
willingness to step in and help when I
asked. Kerry Maiolo, you’ve always
come through for me; thanks for tak
ing on added responsibility when
necessary. Anne Wadsworth, you are
truly the only person on this campus
who understood the full scope of my
job. Thank you for your friendship,
support and encouragement. Dr. Jay
Martinson, you have shown me what

“Singing in the, um, sun?’
Senior and executive editor,
Heather Strous, celebrates
the completion of the last
issue of her three-year term
as editor. (Photo by Teri Cline)
true Christian leadership is. Thank
you for your example. Jen George,
you spent two years as my employee,
but we have the whole rest of our
lives to be friends. How wonderful is
that? Thank you for sticking by me
through the early years» Kelly
Hayden, you were by far the most dil
igent employee I ever had. You did
your job so well, and you set a high
standard for my other editors.
Heather Kinzinger, you have been so
helpful. Thanks for keeping me upto-date on all of the Olivet happen
ings. Mindy Nelson, you’ve been
such an encouragement to me. I trea
sure your hugs and our prayer times.
Nancy Bretzlaff, there were numer
ous times when I called you in semi

panic mode in need of something for
.the paper You were always willing
to help. Thank you. Tim George, I
never had to ask you if you were
doing your job; I just always knew
that you were. Thank you for being
so trustworthy and for helping me get
the paper’s finances iri order. Seth
Horning (Shorning), you are my
. friend and cohort. I cherish you and
the times we’ve had. Thanks for lis
tening to me and for coming down to
the office to check on me. Dr.
Bowling, I appreciated your faith in
my editorial judgement so much. It is
a high compliment that I don’t take
for granted. Dr. Streit and Brian
Allen, both of you were sdch encouragers to me. You always had good
things to say about the paper, and the
compliments came just when I need
ed them. Bill Bray, each time I was at
the altar, you were there to pray with
me. Thank you for supporting me
and for helping me get the Spiritual
Life section off the ground. To any
one who worked for me, you made a
valuable contribution to the paper. If
I had the room, I’d list all of your
names, but since I don’t, just know
that I appreciated each of you. To my
friends, you wrote me notes and
cards; you asked how I was doing,
and you reminded me that there was
life outside of the paper. I’m grateful
for your faithfulness and friendship.
To the student body, thank you for
letting me serve you. It’s been a joy
and a privilege.
Erin Rumbley, you encour
age and inspire me. You remind me
why I dedicated much of my time at
Olivet to the newspaper. I’m proud
of you; you’ll make an excellent
executive editor.
If you wonder why I felt the
need to include so many names in this

column, I want you to know that the
.list is only a small representation of
everyone who makes the paper possi
ble. From the ads manager to the
press guys to the writers to the custo
dians who clean up the office after
deadline (my apologies), the newspa
per truly takes a team to run it and a
support staff to maintain it.
My time here is nearing an
end. One day soon, I’ll take my name
plate off the door, and I’ll leave this
office as the executive editor for the
last time. My goal was to establish a
legacy of excellence and to be an
example for future editors with
respect to ethics, character and a
commitment to quality. I wanted stu
dents to feel like they had a safe place
to voice feelings and concerns and a
solid place to find information about
events relevant to their lives. I
believe we have done that, and I
know that Erin and her staff will take
the paper to the next level.
There’s one last thank you I
need to give. I need to give praise to
God. All of my striving was mean
ingless without his grace and mercy.
He afforded me the luxury of having
this position, and he gave me the abil
ity to do it. To those who are trying
to walk this road alone, I implore you
to think twice. There is a God in
heaven who loved you enough to die
for you, and whatever your passion in
life isjoumalism, political science,
teaching, whateverhe wants to see
you use it to the fullest. He wants to
show you where to direct your talents
and efforts. Trust me, all of the titles
and positions and success in the
world doesn’t mean anything if God
isn’t behind them. Read Jeremiah
29:11-13. Be encouraged and, above
all, seek God.

Opinions
Auction

Student asks
others to do
their part

page 11
something that represents our school most part, when it comes to spending
or our beliefs well at all. With letters money on those kinds of things,
coming in from prospective students “We’re college kids, we don’t have
(as odd as they may be) concerning money for that.”
an event like Oklahoma! and how it
Or, maybe it’s just the fact
reflects or doesn’t reflect the mission that you get a date with die particular
of Olivet, I can’t help but wonder person “up for a bid? Who was really
what visitors might think of an event thinking, “Yeah, this money is going
which auctions off students to the to the junior class!” No one. People
highest bidder.
spending their money only had in
At first, I enjoyed the mind the picture perfect person with
fundraising event like others in atten whom they were buying a date. Had
dance. I laughed at the crazy clothes, the “prize” been something different,
and comical aspects offered by the maybe a child sponsored in their
show, but later in the evening-after name or something like that, who
talking to a few friends and really would have shelled out such large
thinking things over, I realized that amounts of cash? Though a better
this isn’t something that we should be cause it might serve, probably not
supporting.
near as much money would have
I have a few logical explana been raised because, in tangible
tions: First, as an institution repre ways, it is not as large of a benefit to
senting ourselves through slogans the bidder.
I don’t want it to
such as “Education with a Christian sound like I think everyone who par
purpose” and “We believe,” major ticipated in this was some “bad
campus events should reflect those Christian” or something like that
standards. “Education with a because I participated myself, and I
Christian purpose” doesn’t mean only enjoyed myself just as much as the
when someone is watching. Second, next guy. I’m just saying that if we
and lastly, I just can’t understand the are going to be a school set apart by
amount of money that was spent to our love for Christ, and also an insti
get a date. (No offense to those of you tution that advertises this separation
who spent well over the average from the world, we need to be more
amount for a first date.)
aware of the actions we are choosing
I don’t understand this for for ourselves. I know that we will
two reasons. First, rumor has it that never be able to be as holy as we
no one asks anyone out around here would want to be, or be able to please
often times because they “have no everyone. But, in the larger events
money.” If that’s the case, I’m a little that we undertake as a campus and
confused, because I did NOT see that especially through events sponsored
being the case. Second, if this Was a by leaders on campus we need to be
fundraiser representing certain chari able to look ahead of the event and
ty organizations you know people judge whether our motives match our
wouldn’t just shell out a whole pay- morals.
check or more. Lets face it, for the Sincerely,Mindy Spencer

Dear Editor,
In my four years that I have spent
here at Olivet, the one thing that
has been pressed upon me is that
the utter poverty exists not only in
the third world, but in the inner
cities and throughout the United
States. It is my contention that we
have a certain moral responsibility
to these people that are homeless.
I am not advocating that everyone
give up their possessions, but
rather take the time to tend to
those people with the gifts that
God has given you. When you
come into God’s kingdom, and he
asks why He should let you in,
what legacy do you have to tell
Him about? If He asks yoq about
how you treated your neighbor,
what will you tell Him? I think
that if your answer is not about
how you treated those in need, but
basically how you treated your
neighbor, you will be in for quite a
surprise. Please, be kind to those
afflicted and try to see the face of
Jesus in everyone.
Jeff Schneider

A Note from the
Executive Editor
We have printed more
letters to the editor this year than
any other year that I have been
on the GlimmerGlass staff.
Some of you have expressed
frustration to me about those
opinions through emails, phone
calls and letters. To all of you,
those who wrote letters and those
who responded to them, thank
you. You’ve helped make part of
my mission possible: to make the
GlimmerGlass as open of a
“marketplace of ideas” as it
could be. There have been those
who have expressed to me that
they believe the “marketplace”
should be more limited.
I would entreat them to
remember a couple of truths.
First, the opinions stated in the
GlimmerGlass are not necessari
ly those of Olivet Nazarene Uni
versity or of the paper itself.
And secondly, I subscribe to the
theory that if everyone could
have the opportunity to share
his/her voice, truth would win
the day.
But truth can’t win if no
one ever states it. So to those
who have responded in anger
and frustration because of some
thing someone else wrote, I firm
ly advise you to write a letter.
You have the opportuni
ty to share truth with your peers,
and you have the responsibility
to refute statements that aren’t
true.
Open up the market
place. Be a voice for voiceless,
and most importantly, speak
truth.
—Heather Strous,
Executive Editor 1998-2001

- Have you ever considered
H a careerlin ministry with f t
N azarene P ublishing H ouse ?
Nazarene Publishing House frequently has ca re er opportunities in the areas o f
A ccounting, Business, C om puter Science, G raphic Design, and more.

A lso . . .

m H

.

How will you land your first job? Need
experience for your resume? NPH is
offering you a chance to gain valu- S
able hands-pn experience th at
employers are looking for through B
paid summer internships in:

■
■
§■
■
■
■

Accounting
Book Editorial and Product Development
Graphic Design
Internet Content Creation
Marketing and Advertising
Music and Drama Product Development

For more information stop by your career counseling office or contact us directly at;
Nazarene Publishing House

Human Resource Department
PO. Box 419527
Kansas City, MO 64141

816-931-1900
hr@nph.com
ft
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